[Preparation of paclitaxel-loaded chitosan polymeric micelles and influence of surface charges on their tissue biodistribution in mice].
To prepare paclitaxel-loaded cationic chitosan micelles (PTX-CCM) and paclitaxel-loaded anionic chitosan micelles (PTX-ACM) and study the influence of surface charges on the biodistribution of paclitaxel-loaded chitosan polymeric micelles in mice. PTX-CCM and PTX-ACM were prepared by dialysis method and were administered to mice by caudal vein at a dose of 20 mg x kg(-1) body weight. The RP-HPLC method was established to determine the PTX concentrations in the plasma and other tissues of mice. The tissues distribution of PTX-CCM and PTX-ACM were evaluated by the pharmacokinetic parameters (AUC, MRT). The diameter and zeta potential of PTX-CCM were 164 nm and +23.7 mV, while those of PTX-ACM were 180 nm and -28.0 mV, respectively. The drug loading and drug encapsulation efficiency for PTX-CCM were 26.4% (w/w) and 76.2% , while those of PTX-ACM were 34.6% (w/w) and 89.9%, respectively. The highest uptake of PTX-CCM and PTX-ACM in liver were 64.72% and 91.84% of dose, respectively. Meanwhile, MRT of both were 5.50 h and 51.39 h prolonged. The highest uptake of PTX-CCM and PTX-ACM in spleen were 7.08% and 5.16% of dose, respectively. Meanwhile, MRT of both were 9.04 h and 26.82 h. For PTX-CCM group, the AUC and C(max) of PTX in the lung were 2.71 times and 5.87 times of those of PTX-ACM group respectively. While in both PTX-CCM and PTX-ACM groups, the highest uptake of PTX in the heart were only 0.36% and 0.24% of dose, respectively and PTX in the kidney were only 0.75% and 0.33% of dose respectively. PTX-CCM and PTX-ACM showed excellent drug loading capabilities with amount of cationic charges and anionic charges on their surface, respectively. Both PTX-CCM and PTX-ACM groups showed a higher targeting efficiency in the liver and spleen in vivo and accumulated in both tissues for relatively long time, especially in PTX-ACM group. In contrast to PTX-ACM, PTX-CCM showed a higher lung targeting efficiency in vivo while PTX-ACM had a stronger retention ability in the lung. Meanwhile in both groups the levels of PTX in the heart and kidney tissues were significantly lower which might decrease the side effects of PTX.